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INTRODUCTION 
Deposits of sedimentary magnetite and hydromagnesite 

of Holocene age are common on the semi-arid Cariboo 
Plateau of interior British Columbia. They occur as surficial 
deposits in playas and many other small closed depressions, 
mainly between Williams Lake and Clinton. 

Reinecke (1920) and Cummings (IY40) have provided 
the only descriptions of the deposits to date. Grant (19X7) 
has reviewed these and other occurrences. Recent studies ot 
Carihno pleya sedimentation have shown that magnesium 
carbonates are fur more widespread than previously 
reported (Renaut and Long, IYX7. 198Y) Although 
Reinecke and Cummings speculated upon their genesis, no 
attempts have been made to determine their mode of forma- 
tion and the age of the deposits. 

Therefore, during June and July 1990, we began a study 
of the origins of the magnesite and hydromagnesite. This 
included it reconnaissance to determine the types of occur- 
rence, and a detailed survey of Milk Lake, a small playa 
basin where they are well developed. We summarirc results 
of the fieldwork at Milk Lake and provide some preliminary 
mineralogic;tl data. These show that magnesium carbonates 
are probably forming in many Cariboo basins today, hoth 
subaqueously and in zones of shallow groundwater 
discharge. 

GEOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
SETTING 

The intcrmontane Cariboo Plateau (Figure 3-3-l) lies at 
an elevation of 1050 to 1250 metres above sea level. The 
plateau is underlain mostly by Neogene basalts (Campbell 
and Tipper. 1971: Mathews, 19X9), with a thin (0 to 5 m) 
mantle of till and glaciofluvial sediments (Tipper, 1971: 
Valentine and Schori, 1980). Ice retreated from the region 
about IO000 years ago (Fulton. 1984). The adjacent Marble 
Range (Figure 3-3-l) is composed of marine sediments, 
basic Iwas and ultramafic rocks of the Permian-Jurassic 
Cache Creek Terrane (Monger, 1989). lnliers of Cache 
Creek rocks occur locally within the plateau basalts (c.,~. 
hills northwest of Meadow Lake). 

The plateau surface is gently undulating with extensive 
coniferous forest cover, locally broken by grassy meadows. 

Drainage is disordered with few streams, abundant marshy 
ground. and several thousand lakes, both fresh and saline. 

The climate is semi-arid to sub-humid with a mean 
annual precipitation of 300 to 400 millimetrer;, which is a 
similar value to the mean annual moisture deficit (Valentine 
and Schori, 19X0). Mean July telnperatures range from I3 to 
17°C. compared with -Y to 11°C in January. Less than 90 
days ettch year are fi-ost free. Sncav and ice usually cover the 
plateau from November until late March. Further details of 
the environmental setting are given in Renaut and Long 
(1989). 

THE PLAYAS AND SALINE LAKES OF 
THE CARIBOO PLATEAU 

There are more than one thousand saline laker on the 
Cariboo Plateau, ranging from :imall ephemeral ponds and 
playas to large perennial meromictic lakes. Commonly they 
lie in small, closed basins between elongate mounds of till 
or eskers. or in small, kettle-like depressiotx. Many are 
clustered along pnleomeltwater channels produced during 
the last deglaciation. Most lakes have small catchments, 
lack channelled inflow, and are fed directly by groundwater, 
snowmelt and unchannelled ,wash. Subaerial and sub- 
lacustrine springs are present at several lakes. 

Although extensive magnesite-hydromagtwite deposits 
are also found around the margins of only a few perenmal 
saline lakes (c.,q, Meadow Lake, Figure 3-3-I). they are 
most common in the ephemeral lake (playa:~ basins. The 
playas are defined as those lakes that desiccate annually or 
every few years. 

Three main groups of pla]/as have been recognized 
(Renaut and Long, 1989; Renaut. 1990~1): 

l Siti~~idusric plows are small and fed predominantI) 
with elastic debris derived, from slopewsh and small 
slope fililures. 

l Cur-honaf~ pluyus are very shallow, alkaline lakes that 
desiccate producing hard, (dry mudtlats composed pre- 
dominantly of carbonates. but with a peripheral zone 
of mixed carbonate and siliciclastic debris. 

l Sdiw nwtflu~ et~hmvral take con~plexe.s have 
mixed carbonate-siliciclastic mudflats zurroundine. a 
shallow brine or pan in which wits (natron. mirabilite 
or epsomite, according to brine composition) PK 
precipitated. 
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More than 150 analvses have been made of Cariboo 
Plateau waters (Topping and Scudder, lY77: Renaut and 
Long, IYX7: Renaut, IYYObl. These have demonstrated a 
very wide range. both in salinity (-C I to >35O g L ’ TDS) 
and in chemical composition. Notable are the exceptionally 
high magnesium/calcium ratios. u’hich range from 0.7 to 
greater than 300. Evaporative concentration appears to be 
the dominant method of increasing salinity. 

The main ions in runoff. spring waters. and fresh lakes 
(<3 g Lo’) are usually Mg’+, Na*, HCO,~ and SO,‘~, and in 
many, Mg’+ and HCO, are dominant. Lake waters with 
moderate salinities (3 to SO g Lo’), including several carbo- 
nate playslakes, also have similar compositions. 

There are three nlilin types of hypersaline brine (150 g 
L~‘I on the plateau: highly alkaline brines (pH: X.5 to 10.5). 
poor in calcium and magnesium. with Na-CO,-(SO&Cl 
composition: more lneutrul brines (pH: 7.5 to X.8). poor in 
HCO, and CO,. with Mg-Na-SO, composition: and Na- 
Mg-SO,-CO, brines with somewhat lower salinities (pH: 
X.0 to Y.S). The origins of the brines arc discussed in Reneut 
(IYYOO~, 

THE MAGNESITE-HYDROMAGNESITE 
DEPOSITS OF MILK LAKE 

A reconnaissance of magnesite und hydromagnesite 
deposits across the plateau suggests that they are found in 
four main depositional settings: (I) as the dominant min- 
erals in carbonate-playa basins. where they precipitate sub- 
aqueously and in zones of shallow groundwater discharge; 
(2) in peripheral mudtlats surrounding chased perennial 
lakes lc,,q. Meadow Lake, Watson Lake of Cummings. 
1940): (3) in marshy valley-bottom sites (q. Clinton, Bas- 
que. Riske Creek); and (4) either alone or associated with 
other mineral precipitates in saline mudflat - ephemeral 
lake complcnes, where they may occur in peripheral 
mudtlats or near sites of spring water discharge (~.,q, Last 
Chance Luke). 

Only the first type will be discussed here, using the 
example of Milk Lake. However. the processes in the 
mudflats of Types 2 and 3 are believed to be similar to those 
operative in Type I. 

SETTING OF MILK LAKE 
Milk Lake is a small carbonate playa with well-developed 

magnesium carbonate muds (Figure 3..3.2). It lies on part of 
a southeast-trending paleodrainage channel network that 
extends from Long Lake. through Meadow Lake and 
Alberta Lake, and continues through to Sixtyonc Creek 
(Figure 3-3-I). Large hydromagnesite-magnesite deposits 
are found west of Meadow Lake (Reinecke, 1920) and are 
reported in Sixtyone Creek (Cummings, lY40). It appears, 
therefore. that Milk Lake is but one of several magnesite- 
hydromagnesite lake basins located along the paleochannel. 

Milk Lake has an irregular shape, consisting of three 

elongate lobes and a broad, central playa tlat. It has a 
surface awn of 0.3 square kilometre and the playa floor lies 
at an elevation of approximately 1095 metres. The playa is 

Figure 3-3-2. Depositional subcnvironments <of Ihc Milk 
Lake pley;~ hasin. 

confined by low vegetated Ihills, composed of glacial 
deposits. that rise abruptly from the shoreline on all side!.. 
At the northwestern margin, the valley continues across a 
low col, now crossed by a road (Figure 3-3.?.I. The eastern 
margin of the basin is defined by the Albema Lake eskev, 
which rises IO to IS metres above the valley floor. Several 
smaller ephemeral lakes are separated from Milk Lake by 
vegetated carbonate mudflats. 

The lake is fed mainly by groundwater. direct precipita- 
tion and unchannelled wash. Small lake-floor spring seeps 
are periodically visible. Milk Lake normally only holds 
water for 2 to 4 months a year, following spring snowmelt 
and for brief periods after heavy rains. During June 1990, 
which was exceptionally wet, the entire lake bed was suh- 
merged to an estimated maximum depth of 20 to 30 cert. 
timetres. The pH was 7.4 to 7,6. In contrat. in June IYXX. 
the lake bed was already dry mud with small residual pools 

with waters having a pH of 8.:‘. The lake bed is usually ice 
covered from November until late March. 

DEPOSITIONAL SURENVIKONMENTS 
Milk Lake is a typical Cariboo playa with three muin 

depositiona! subenvironments (Figure 3-3-3). The centre old 
the basin is u broad mudtlat that is seasonally occupied b) 
an ephemeral lake. This passes transitionally into peripher,xl 
mudtlets that, in turn, give way to vegetated hillslopes. 

HILLSLOPE 

The grass and tree-covered hillslopes are predominantl) 
sites of erosion. Siliciclastic sediment is moved to the adjd- 
cent mudtlats by slopewash. Periodically, wtall slumps and 
arcuate slope failures occur, projecting as lobes onto the 



mudflats and exposing the glacial sediments to rapid ero- 
sion. As the slopes retreat, coarse gravels remain as surficial 
tag aprons along the base of slope. 

PERIPHERAL MUDFLAT 

The contact between the hillslope and the peripheral 
mudflat is commonly abrupt. The peripheral mudflats are a 
site of extensive magnesium carbonate precipitation. They 
are a zone where groundwater fluctuates at or close to the 
surface and is seeping basinward. 

The peripheral mudflats are usually zoned with several 
types of surface (Figure 3-3-3). Below r&tively steep hill- 
slopes, the junction may be marked by dense, reedy vegeta- 
tion: locally. there is standing water. This passes lakeward 
into a .?one of vegetated hummocky ground on which sub- 
circular earthy hummocks rise up to 40 centimetres above 
the damp intervening hollows. The mounds range from 20 
to 100 centimetres in diameter. Most hummocks are par- 
tially covered by pink and orange, leathery microbial 
(cyanabacterial) mats, 1 to 2 centimetres thick. 

Sediments in this zone are typically a mixture of stope- 
derived siticictastic detritus, mixed with precipitated mag- 
nesium carbonates, and are commonly rich in organic mat- 
ter. They are massive to crudely bedded, may be granular. 
and are commonly disrupted by roots. Along the southern 

shore, three main units can be recognized in the upper 
metre: an upper, dark grey stromatolitic carbonate layer: a 
brown. middle ctastic unit with grey carbonate mottling and 
macrovegetal remains; and a lower, pale grey to cream 
carbonate layer (Figure 3-3-3). The intervening hollows are 
commonly rich in stromatotite intractasts. This zone ranges 
in width from a few metres to approximately 20 metres. and 
is typically 5 to 10 metres wide. 

Beyond the vegetated hummocks, there is usually a zone 
of white hummocky ground composed predominantly of 
magnesium carbonates. This differs from the former by 
being purer carbonate (often greater than 95%). having far 
less surficial vegetation, and displaying a more regular 
polygonal pattern (Plates 3-3-l and 2). The subcircutar 
hummocks (“cauliflowers” of Cummings, 1940) rise from 
a few decimetres to a metre above normal maximum lake 
level. They are typically SO to 120 centimetres acc~oss, and 
separated by narrow, often damp depressions, normally with 
tufted grasses. The hummock surfaces have stromatotitic 
crusts I to 2 centimetres thick that break up as the surface 
dries out, producing intraclasts and finely powdered mud. 
Below these friable crusts. there is a layer of grey to white, 
mottled massive carbonate mud, that progressively becomes 
more cream in colour and granular at depths of 60 to 80 
centimetres. 

HitMope Peripheral mudflats Ephemeral lake - central playa Peripheral mudflats 

Slope wash debris 

Vegetated httmmocky ground 

Stromatolitic crusts (Hm) 
Massive grey muds 

Sh,,ctureless brown sand 
with carbonate mottles and 
rootlets (Hm, M) 

Efflorescent crusts (Hm) 
Mudcracks f-k’ @$: : Stromatolitic 

;mi CNSt,$ (k) 

Pale grey, crudely 
laminated muds (M, Hm) 

Mottled grey and white 
muds (M); patchy sand 
lenses 

Massive grey muds 

Cream muds (M) 

. . . m.. ,.:::. . white muds (Hm, M) 
;;;;;;ix; 
..:;, .:.... . . . . . .:: . . . . . . . . . . :.:.:.:.:.j:.>:.:. ..:.. . . . . .:.:.:. 
:. : : : : :.._ 
::.::::I:: 
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Hm: HYDROMAGNESITE M: MAGNESITE D: DOLOMITE 
Figure 3-3-3. Schemaic section rhmugh the southern margins of Milk Lake, showing selected profiles 

through the near-surlacr sediments. 





This type of surface is common to most hydromagnesite- 
magnesite deposits across the plateau. including those at 
Meadow Lake, Watson Lake, Sixtyone Creek and Clinton 
Lake (Reinecke. 1920; Cummings. 1940; Rcnaut and Stead. 
1990). This zone is not continuous around most lakes. It 
typically develops on mudflats at the extreme ends of rlon- 
gate lakes, and may separate adjoining playa basins. as for 
example. between Milk Lake and Slime Lake (Figure 
3-3-2). 

Toward the shoreline, hummocky &round gives way to it 
broad zone of microbial mats tstromatolites) with extensive 
mudcracks (Plate 3-3-3). During June 1990 this nxr was 5 
to 20 metres wide and extended for at least 2 metres off- 
shore. The stromatolites themselves show morphological 
zonation from broadly domal and pustular mats to nearly 
horizontal mats as the shoreline is approached. Sediments in 
the upper mare of this zone are typically white and grry, 
massive muds. locally with stromatolitr intraclastr. bccom- 
ing cream coloured at depth. Significantly, all the microbial 
mats of the peripheral mudflat were developed above the 
maximum lake level for spring of 1990. 

CEUTRAL MUDFLAl 

The central mudflat, when dry, is a hard. flat surface of 
pale grey carbonate muds showing extensive. dense, small 
(2 to 20 cm) polygonal mudcracks. A fen, larger crack 
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networks also develop 2 to 4 metres apart. Although gener- 
ally flat, small saucer-like depressions a few metres across 
and less than IO centimetres deep. are scattered across the 
surface. They are commonly damp and are visible on aerial 
phorographs. It is unclear whether these are loci of upward 
groundwater seepage or withdrawal, or both. Recessional 
strandlines, marked by concentrations of vegetative and/or 
microbial debris, and. more rarely, small (I to 2 cm) wave- 
cut notches, are also present. Shallow rills less than 5 
centimetres deep and from IO to SO centimetres wide, are 
found normal to the recessional shorelines. White sftlorcs- 
cenr carbonate crusts from I to IO millimefres thick develop 
locally, particularly toward the shoreline. 

A shallow pit dug near the centre of the playa muds 
during June 1988 revealed massive grey muds which con- 
tinue to a depth of ar least 80 cemimetres, becoming mottled 
with whiter patches and lenses 40 to 60 ceotimetres below 
the surface. and cream at about I metre. Samples allowed to 
dry at room temperature, and split subvertically with respect 
to the lake bed. revealed a crude, but disrupted, coarse (0.5 
to I cm) lamination. 

INTERBEDDED CARBONATES AND SILICICLASTICS 
OF THE NORTHERN LAKE MARGINS 

The genrle grassy slopes along the northwestern playa 
margins are underlain by massive to weakly bedded. grey 



and white. magnesium carbonate muds that interfinger with 
slope-derived siliciclastic sands. The carbonate\ lie up 10 a 
meter above the ad,jacent plnyn mudflats and. unlike the 
other play;\ margins, they are incised by broad shallow 
pulleys. They are also truncated by an crosionnl bluff along 
the modern littoral 7one. Hummock? ground is only ““11 
developed close to the modern maxm~um lcvcl shoreline. 

The significance of these scdimcnts is uncerfa~n. 
Although carbonates nlay he forming nrx the shore LOW. 
the eroding sediments upslqx may hc somewhat older than 
those elsewhere in the basin. 

MINERALOGY 
Preliminary an;dyscs of the mineralogy of 30 hulk szm- 

pies of rhc carbonate imuds were made by X-ray diffraction. 
Sample\ were prcparcd as cavity mount\ and anal~v%l using 
a Rigaku X-ray diffractometer with Cu K-n radiatwn. These 
have confirmed that the muds are predominanrly magnrsitr 
(MgCO,) and hydromagnesite (Mg(OH),’ 4MgC0, 
41i10) (Figure 3-I-4). Dolomite is present in two of the 

muds. Although the sample size is still small. severi~l trends 
in the mineral distribution are apparent. 

Hydromagncsitc is the dominant, and commonly the 
wanly, mineral in the stromatolites and surficial sfflorescent 
crusts that surround the lake. Hydromagncsitc. normally 
mixed with some magnesite. is also the principal carbonate 
in the upper IO to 30 ccntimetres of the zones of white 
hummocky ground. The carbonates interbedded with sil- 
iciclastics along the northern shore are a mixture of hydro- 
rnagnesite and mapnesite. the latter increasing downward in 
the profile. 

Magnesite is the principal curhonare in the modern 
ephemeral lake muds. It is found at the surfacr of the dry 
lake bed (or below a thin. ephemeral hydromagnesitr 
efflorescence) and continues to depth\ of at least X0 cen- 
timrtrcs. Hydromagnesite was found in two cores at depths 
of IO to 20 centimetres below the central playa surface, 
accounting for about 25 to 30 per cent of the total carbonate. 

Magnesitc also occurs in the peripheral mudflats. 
Although an ;~ccessory in some surficial crusts and 
stromatolitcs, it usually increases in sbundancc about 20 to 

30 centimetres below the surface, down to ahout a metre, 
occurring as the only carbonate or xrompanied hy minur 
hydromugnesitr or dolomite. 

Partially ordered dolomite occurs at a depth of 40 to X0 
crntimetres below the stromatulitcs in the southern 
prriphcral mudflat sediments, associated with magnesite 
(Figure 3-3-4). At Milk Lake, no other carbonate minerals 
were found in the initial hatch of samples analysrd 
However, in the Clinton Luke basin (Figure 3-3-l ). whcrc 
similar hydmma~nesite-magnesite muds arc f~xming. ara- 
gonite, calcian dolomite and magnesian cnlciir are found 
mixed with hydromagnesite in peripheral mudflats (Renaut 
and Stead, 1990: Renaut rr ul., in press). Nrsquehonite 
(M&O,. 3H,O) and huntite ICaM&(CO,),j have been 
recorded from unnamed carbonate pla!‘as a few kilometra 
west of 70 Mile House. 
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Four lacustrine muds were examined using a scanning 
electron microscope (Plate 3-3-4). They show that the muds 
are extremely fine grained. For both magnesite and hydro- 
magnesite, individual crystals range trom subhedral to 
anhedral and are less than I micron. Most occur as agsre- 
gates from 0.5 to 2 microns across. 

The carbonates of the central mudllat are relatively pure. 
The acid-insoluble fraction of four samples ranged from I .2 
to 5.4 weight per cent. The principal impurities are clay 
minerals (mostly smectite), plagioclase silt. corroded 
diatom debris and organic detritus. 

The peripheral mudtlats generally contain a higher pcr- 
centage of non-carbonates, retlecting dctrital wash from 
adjacent slopes. The principal non-carbonate minerals 
detected by X-ray diffraction are plapioclase. quartz and 
clay minerals. Preliminary results suggest that smectites 
predominate ( 14..&). Palygorksite. sepiolitc and opnl-A have 
been found in samples from mudtlat\ west of Meadow 
Lake. and may account for the silica reported in hydromag- 
nesite analyses by Reinecke (1920) and Cummings (1940). 

OHIGIN OF THE MAGNESIIW 
HYDROMAGNRSITE DEPOSITS 

Magnesite and hydromagnesite deposits have been 
described from playa lakes on several continents. Both 
primary and diagrnetic origins for the minerals have brcn 
proposed (e.,~. van der Borch. 1965: lrion and Miiller. 1968: 
Miiller <‘f ul., 1972: Popov and Sadykov. 19X7: Pueyo-Mur 
and Ingles-Urpinell, 1987; Molnar. 1990). 

Although analyses we at a very preliminary stage, and 
chemical analyses of the basin waters xc incomplete. the 
field evidence indicates that the magnesium carbonates are 
probably forming today. Magnesium-rich groundwaters are 
discharging into the basin. and through evaporation and/or 
biomediation, magnesite and hydromagnesite (and/or possi- 
bly 3 calcium-bearing precursor) are forming both in 
peripheral mudflats and within the central playa-lake. 

The groundwaters acquire a high magnesium/calcium 
ratio on contxt with the underlying basaltic rocks. and by 
widespread precipitation of calcite and mafnesian calcite in 
soils and near-surface sediments (Renaut. IYYOb). Previous 
analyses of Cariboo groundwaters have revealed 
magnesium/calcium ratios of I.5 to 41, and salinities from 
<I to 40 g Lo’ TDS (unpublished darn). Although the 
hydrogeology is poorly understood. they move basinward 
through permeable layers within the tills and glaciofluvial 
deposits, or at their contact with the underlying Iavas. 
Elsewhere on the plateau. especially along paleomeltwater 
channels, permeable sands and gravels underlie playn sedi- 
ments and may also do so at Milk Lake. 

In the peripheral mudflats, shallow groundwaters seeping 
lakeward undergo capillary evaporation and perhaps 
degassing of carbon dioxide. Hummocky and self-rising 
ground are commonly associated with groundwater dis- 
charge in the capillary fringe (c.,~. Mot&, 1970). The 
upward growth of hummocks may be related to interstitial 
carbonate precipitation within granular permeable 
sediments. 

2X6 

Hydmmagnesite appears to be forming today at or close 
to the surface as a product of complete evaporation. 
Whether associated cyanobacteria mediate in precipitation 
is uncertain. but scanning elwtron microscope examination 
has shown that their filaments and mucila&e arc heavily 
encrusted by hydromagnesite. 

The origin of the underlying megnesite and dolomite 
requires investigation. Cumnlinps (1940) noted a common 
downward increase in calcium content of the muds which he 
attributed to differences in wlubility, the calcium-bearing 
carbonates being first to precipitate from waters pro- 
gressiucly concentrated as they are drawn upwards. There 
arc. however, other possibilities that require testing. For 
example. groundwater composition may have varied 
through time as a result of a climatic change. A relative 
increase in evaporation. for example. might increws early 
calcium carbonate precipitation in soils, thereby increasing 
the maft~esiumicnlcium ratio of the groundwaters. Dolom- 
tization of a calcium carbonate precursor might result. and 
magnesium carbonates could prccipitatr. The common 
downward transition from bydromagnesite to magnetite 
may be diagcnetic. due to dewntering of original hydromag- 
wsite. w,hich is the metastable phase (Christ and Hostetler, 
1970). The effects of seasonal changes in groundwater con 
position. already noted in other lake basins (Renaut, IYYOb), 
and tlushing of the sediment by runoff are also unknown. 

Most carbonate precipitation within the lake occurs a\ it 
gradually desiccates from its maximum level during May 
and June. During June 1990. the lake waters were milky 
with a fine suspension of white carbonate crysrels and had a 
pH of 7.6. 

A preliminary examinatiorl by scanning electron micro- 
scope of a small filtered sample collected at the shoreline 
rcvcaled very fine aggregates of subhedral magnesium car- 
bonate crystals, the individual crystals being less than 
0.5 micron in diameter. Qualitative energy-dispersive ax- 
lyses (EDS) on a JEOL JXA X600 microprobe, confirmed 
that these are calcium-free. X-ray diffraction analysis of a 
smear of the very small sample produced a dominant, but 
weak, reflection at 2.735 A. suggesting that they are magne- 
site. hut further confirmation is required. Whether this is 
evidence of primary precipitation of magnesite, or resuspen- 
sion of bottom muds, awaits investigation. 

Although evaporative concentration and warming are 
probably important factors in precipitation, biomediation 
may also occur. During June and July, the waters were 
locally green with dense blooms of algae and cyanobacteria. 
Photosynthetic assimilation of carbon dioxide may, there- 
frxe, contribute to carbonate precipitation (r.,~. Kelts and 
Hsii. 197X). Recently, Thompson and Ferris (1990) demon- 
strated cyanobacterinl mineralization of magnesite in the 
laboratory and speculated that it may occur in high pH (X.5 
to IO), saline aquatic environments, such as Milk Lake. 

It is unclear whether magnesite is the initial and only 
precipitate, or whether hydromagnesite also precipitates 
from the lake waters or central playa groundwaters after the 
lake desiccates. Elsewhere on the plateau, hydromagnesite 
is apparently precipitating from lake water. In a small 



gravel-pit pond I kilometre west of Clinton Lake, brief 
whitings of hydromagnesite have twice been observed dur- 
ing early summer. The sediments are nearly pure aggregates 
of hydromagnesite. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Magnesite and hydromagnesite are forming today at Milk 

Lake and in many other playa basins on the Cariboo 
Plateau. At Milk Lake, hydromagnesite is precipitating as 
surficial crusts from shallow magnesium-rich groundwaters 
in the capillary fringe of peripheral mudflats. and is com- 
monly associated with cyanobacterial mats. It overlies mag- 
nesite and dolomite at a few decimetres depth. 

Subaqueous precipitation of magnesium carbonates 
occurs in the desiccating playa lake. by evaporative con- 
centration and possibly by biomediation. The original pre- 
cipitate remains to be determined. The central playa muds 
are relatively pure and dominated by magnesite with sub- 
sidiary hydromegtwite. 
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